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Continuous Galerkin formulations are appealing due to their low computational cost,
whereas discontinuous Galerkin formulation facilitate adaptative mesh refinement and
are more accurate in regions with jumps of physical parameters. Since many electromag-
netic problems involve materials with different physical properties, this last point is very
important. For this reason, in this article we have developed a combined cG–dG formula-
tion for Maxwell’s problem that allows arbitrary finite element spaces with functions con-
tinuous in patches of finite elements and discontinuous on the interfaces of these patches.
In particular, the second formulation we propose comes from a novel continuous Galerkin
formulation that reduces the amount of stabilization introduced in the numerical system.
In all cases, we have performed stability and convergence analyses of the methods. The
outcome of this work is a new approach that keeps the low CPU cost of recent nodal con-
tinuous formulations with the ability to deal with coefficient jumps and adaptivity of dis-
continuous ones. All these methods have been tested using a problem with singular
solution and another one with different materials, in order to prove that in fact the result-
ing formulations can properly deal with these problems.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The simulation of electromagnetic phenomena increasingly demands more complex geometries and larger scale prob-
lems. As an example, Maxwell’s equations are in the core of plasma physics and magnetohydrodynamics simulations, cou-
pled with the Vlasov and Navier–Stokes equations respectively. Finite element (FE) methods are a popular approach for the
numerical simulation of Maxwell’s systems, since realistic geometries can be handled via unstructured grids and can be
straightforwardly applied to multi-physics. Furthermore, they posses a strong mathematical foundation that allows one
to analyze stability and convergence properties of the algorithms.
Maxwell’s equations can be casted in a saddle-point mathematical structure, with the particular feature that the multi-
plier is zero. With a crude Galerkin formulation, we are enforced to use inf–sup stable FE spaces; for this particular problem,
this type of elements are the so-called Nédélec’s FEs for the magnetic field and continuous Lagrangian interpolations for the
multiplier. Unfortunately, exact penalty formulations that eliminate the Lagrange multiplier from the equations and allow FE
spaces that do not satisfy the inf–sup condition lead to spurious solutions (see [17]). In order to rehabilitate the exact penalty
formulation, some techniques have been proposed, e.g. the weighted penalty formulation in [17] or the decomposition of
singular and smooth parts of the solution in [2,23]. Unfortunately, these approaches require to know where the singularities. All rights reserved.
ia), ramon.codina@upc.edu (R. Codina).
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considered an alternative way to circumvent the inf–sup condition in [4]; see [7] for a related approach. We still consider
a saddle-point structure, but now using an equivalent augmented formulation and a stabilized FE discretization of the prob-
lem. This way, the resulting method allows one to capture singular solutions for continuous nodal (Lagrangian) FE spaces
that do not satisfy the discrete inf–sup condition of the original system. Further, the method is very easy to implement,
essentially general and automatically applicable to any problem, without the need to know where the singularities will take
place.
Nodal FE approximations are very appealing in terms of CPU cost versus accuracy and by the simplicity of data bases (both
the solution and Lagrange multiplier can be approximated using the same FE space). Furthermore, they are very effective
when considering multi-physics problems, since all the unknowns of the different problems can be solved using the same
finite dimensional spaces. For instance, in the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) problem, the Navier–Stokes equations are of-
ten solved using nodal FE stabilization techniques. Analogously, the Vlasov equations in plasma physics can be solved this
way. It is clear that this kind of approach greatly simplifies multi-physics codes and monolithic solvers.
However, continuous Lagrangian formulations, onwards denoted as cG, have some drawbacks that can be solved using
discontinuous nodal formulations, indicated as dG formulations, that enforce continuity weakly. Examples of dG formula-
tions for Maxwell’s problem can be found in [27,24]. dG approaches are expensive but allow local mesh adaptation and
are more accurate in regions in which the solution exhibits jumps, i.e. regions with jumps of physical parameters. Since
many electromagnetic problems involve materials with different physical properties, this last point is very important. For
this reason, in this article we have developed a combined cG–dG formulation that allows arbitrary FE spaces with functions
continuous in patches of FEs and discontinuous on the interfaces of these patches; this is the sense in which the term ‘‘com-
bined’’ is used in this article. This way, we are able to restrict weak continuity to a very reduced number of nodes (e.g. mate-
rial interfaces or refined regions). As a result, the cG–dG approach shares the low CPU cost of cG formulations with the ability
to deal with adaptivity and different materials. Analogously, the coupling of cG and dG methods has been considered in other
applications (see, e.g. [26]).
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state the continuous problem and consider different functional set-
tings, as well as the cG formulation in [4] and the dG one in [24]. The combined cG–dG formulation is introduced in Section 3.
We have considered two alternative formulations, the second one coming from a new cG formulation based on projections
that introduces le numerical dissipation. In all cases, we have performed stability and convergence analyses. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4 we present some numerical experiments for a problem with singular solution and another one with discontinuous
coefficients.
2. Problem statement
2.1. Notation
Let X be a bounded domain in Rd, with d = 2,3 the space dimension. Given a Banach space X, we denote its associated
norm by kkX; for the sake of conciseness, we will omit the subscript for L2(X), the space of square integrable functions.
The space of vector-valued functions with components in X is denoted by Xd. The dimension superscript will be omitted
in the norm, i.e. we will simply denote its norm by kkX instead of k  kXd . The dual space of X is denoted as X0. The inner prod-
uct between two scalar or vector functions f1, f2 2 L2(X) is denoted by (f1, f2), whereas hf1, f2i is used for a duality pairing in
X  X0 based on the integral.
Ws,m(X) is used for the standard Sobolev space, with real coefficients sP 0 andmP 1. Hilbert spacesWs,2(X) are denoted
by Hs(X). We write H10ðXÞ for the space of functions in H1(X) with null trace on oX. We will make use of the following spaces
of vector fields:Hðdiv; e;XÞ :¼ v 2 L2ðXÞd such that r  ðevÞ 2 L2ðXÞ
n o
;
Hðcurl;XÞ :¼ v 2 L2ðXÞd such that r v 2 L2ðXÞd
n oand the subspacesHðdivg ; e;XÞ :¼ v 2 Hð div;e;XÞsuch that r  ðevÞ ¼ gf g;
H0ðcurl;XÞ :¼ v 2 Hðcurl;XÞsuch that n v ¼ 0 on @Xf g;for g 2 L2(X) and e a piecewise function on X (see below). We use the notation A[ B to indicate that A 6 C B, where A and B
are expressions depending on functions that in the discrete case may depend on the discretization as well, and C is a positive
constant.
2.2. The continuous problem
We consider the Maxwell problem, which physically describes magnetostatics and electrostatics in a bounded domain X
surrounded by a perfect conductor. Let us consider X  Rd to be a simply connected in general non-convex polyhedral
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ential equations exhibits the mathematical complications encountered in more involved model problems (see, e.g. [19,11]).
Maxwell’s problem can be stated as a saddle-point problem by enforcing the divergence constraint with a Lagrange multi-
plier p. The Euler–Lagrange equations read as follows: seek a pair (u,p) solution ofr ðkr uÞ  erp ¼ f; ð1aÞ
 r  ðeuÞ ¼ g ð1bÞfor some divergence-free datum f. We assume that the physical properties k(x) > 0 and e(x) > 0 are piecewise constant func-
tions since this is the case of interest, i.e. X is filled with different materials. For the electrostatic problem, u is the electric
field, f is equal to zero, e is the electric permittivity and k = 1. The problem is supplemented with the homogeneous boundary
conditions n  u = 0 and p = 0 on oX, On the other hand, for the magnetostatic problem, u is the magnetic field, g = 0, e is the
magnetic permeability and k = 1. The homogeneous boundary condition in this case reads n r  u = 0 and n  u = 0 (see,
e.g. [23]); zero mean value for p must be enforced to make the problem well-posed. This problem is also encountered when
solving magnetostatics in terms of the magnetic vector potential with Coulomb’s gauger  u = 0;k is the inverse of the mag-
netic permeability and e = 1 in this case. Anyway, for the generalization to the time-dependent Maxwell equations, we must
work with arbitrary (k,e).
In the sequel, let us consider (k,e) to be the dimensionless relative values with respect to the ones for the vacuum (k0,e0),
i.e. (k,e) (k/k0, e/e0). The scaled system is obtained after multiplying (1a) and (1b) against 1/k0 and 1/e0, respectively, and
properly re-defining p e0p/k0, f f/k0 and g g/e0.
Formally taking the divergence of (1a), we obtain Dp =r  f = 0. Invoking the boundary conditions in the electrostatic
case or the zero mean value in the magnetostatic one, we finally prove that p = 0.
The variational interpretation of the mixed problem (1) admits two functional settings. The so-called curl formulation
reads as: find u 2 H0(curl;X) and p 2 H10ðXÞ such thatðkr u;r vÞ  ðerp;vÞ ¼ ðf;vÞ; 8v 2 H0ðcurl;XÞ; ð2aÞ
ðerq;uÞ ¼ ðg; qÞ; 8q 2 H10ðXÞ; ð2bÞwhere f 2 H(div0;X) (space of divergence free vector fields) is assumed. However, this is not the only functional setting in
which the problem is well-posed; the H1(X) regularity for p can be ‘‘transferred’’ to u, leading to a curl–div variational for-
mulation: find u 2 H0(curl;X) \ H(div;e;X) and p 2 L2ðXÞ=R such thatðkr u;r vÞ þ ðp;r  ðevÞÞ ¼ ðf;vÞ; 8v 2 H0ðcurl;XÞ \ Hðdiv; e;XÞ; ð3aÞ
 ðq;r  ðeuÞÞ ¼ ðg; qÞ; 8q 2 L2ðXÞ: ð3bÞOn the other hand, since p = 0, the curl–div formulation can be equivalently written as an exact penalty method: seek
u 2 H0(curl;X) \ H(div;e;X) such thatðkr u;r vÞ þ ðr  ðeuÞ;r  ðevÞÞ ¼ ðf;vÞ  ðg;r  ðevÞÞ; ð4Þ
for any v 2 H0(curl;X) \ 2 H(div;e;X). The equivalence between these three formulation can be found, e.g. in [22]. At the
discrete level, however, these formulations lead to methods with quite different properties. A deep mathematical analysis
of the singularities that appear with discontinuous coefficients can be found in [18].
In the curl formulation (2), let us denote by V the space H0(curl;X) for the solution u and by Q the space H
1
0ðXÞ for the
Lagrange multiplier p. Furthermore, let us write (2) in compact form ascðu;p;v; qÞ ¼ ðf;vÞ þ ðg; qÞ where cðu;p;v; qÞ ¼ ðkr u;r vÞ  ðerp;vÞ þ ðerq;uÞ:
In [4], the authors have proposed a novel numerical approximation of the Maxwell problem whose starting point is a differ-
ent augmented formulation of the continuous problem. Since we are interested in a curl formulation for reasons that will be
explained later on, we add the term ‘2r  (erp) to (1b); ‘ > 0 has dimensions of length, and it has been introduced in order to
end up with a dimensionally consistent method. A length scale is inherent to the problem, since it is needed to define dimen-
sionally consistent norms for these spaces, which are given bykvkV :¼ kvkHðcurl;XÞ ¼
1
‘
kvk þ kr vk; ð5Þ
kqkQ :¼ kqkH10ðXÞ ¼
1
‘
kqk þ krqk; ð6Þwhere ‘ = ‘ (X) makes the norms dimensionally consistent. Theoretically, this length scale comes from the Poincaré–Fried-
richs inequality of the problem at hand. The augmented formulation in strong form consists of finding u and p such thatr ðkr uÞ  erp ¼ f; ð7aÞ
 r  ðeuÞ  ‘2r  ðerpÞ ¼ g; ð7bÞ
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formulation (7) and (2) can be found in [4].
2.3. Numerical approximation
Although all the formulations introduced above are equivalent, stable and consistent, numerical approximations of the
curl–div formulations (3) and (4) lead to spurious solutions for nonconvex domains, e.g. domains with re-entrant corners.
Costabel provided in [15] a mathematical justification to this surprising observation: since X is not convex, V \ H1(X)d is
a closed proper subspace of V \ H(div;X). One could think that a H1-conforming FE space cannot be used, since the FE space
is a closed proper subspace of V \ H(div;X) and the FE solution uh can be shown to be bounded in H1(X)d (see, e.g. [22] or
[20, Corollary 2.30]). However, this reasoning is wrong in general. The approximability lost only happens when the sequence
of solutions {uh}h>0 is uniformly bounded in H1(X)d, which is only true for curl–div formulations (see [4, Corollary 1]). There-
fore, approximations based on (3) and (4) cannot capture solutions u R V \ H1(X)d of the Maxwell problem (2), and so, are not
suitable for numerical purposes. This kind of solutions are called nonsmooth or singular solutions. Note that the key for this
negative result is the spurious control on the divergence of the approximations based on (3) and (4), which implies that the
whole gradient is uniformly bounded in L2(X), since uh is a H1(X)d function for all h. It is not an approximability problem of
FEs spaces Vh  H1(X)d for h fixed, which may well approximate H(curl;X), as we will see later. These FE spaces are dense
not only in H(curl;X), but also in L2(X)d.
On the other hand, problem (2) in the good functional setting, with a crude Galerkin discretization can only be used with
inf–sup stable elements satisfying:inf
ðuh ;phÞ2VhQhnf0;0g
sup
ðvh ;qhÞ2VhQhnf0;0g
c uh;ph;vh; qhð Þ
kðuh;phÞkVQkðvh; qhÞkVQ
P bd > 0 ð8Þfor bd > 0 uniform with respect to h (see, e.g. [9]). This is satisfied by Vh built by the celebrated Nédélec’s (or edge) elements;
those elements are only conforming in H(curl;X), since they do not satisfy normal continuity over the element faces. A nodal
FE space can be used for Qh (see, e.g. [28]).
In the next, we consider an alternative nodal (Lagrangian) FE approach to this problem, that can circumvent (8). It is moti-
vated by the augmented formulation (7).
2.3.1. Finite element notation
Let T h be a partition ofX into a set of FEs {K}. For every element K, we denote by hK its diameter, and set the characteristic
mesh size as h ¼maxK2T hhK . We denote by hI the piecewise constant function that takes the value hK at every element
K 2 T h. For simplicity, we consider a regular and quasi-uniform family fT hgh>0 of FE partitions. The space of polynomials
of degree less or equal to k > 0 in a FE K is denoted by PkðKÞ. Summation over all the elements will be indicated by
P
K
and the broken integral
P
K
R
K will be denoted by
R
T h .
Suppose now that elements K1 and K2 share a face (edge) E, and let n1 and n2 be the normals to E exterior to K1 and K2,
respectively. For a scalar function f, possibly discontinuous across E, we define its jump and average assf t :¼ n1f j@K1\E þ n2f j@K2\E;
ffg :¼ 1
2
ðf j@K1\E þ f j@K2\EÞ;whereas for vectorial quantities we will usesvt :¼ n1  vj@K1\E þ n2  vj@K2\E; svtt :¼ n1  vj@K1\E þ n2  vj@K2\E;
fvg :¼ 1
2
ðvj@K1\E þ vj@K2\EÞ:We extend these definitions on oX as sft :¼ nf and {f} :¼ f and similarly for vector functions. Further, let us define the mesh
size h\ (defined over the set of faces of the mesh) that on E takes the value h? :¼ ðxb2  xb1 Þ  n1 > 0, where xb2 and xb1 are the
barycentric coordinates of elements K1 and K2.
The space of discontinuous piecewise polynomials of order k > 0 is defined asHkðXÞ :¼ vh 2 L2ðXÞ such that vhjK 2 PkðKÞ 8K 2 T h
n o
: ð9ÞAny function in HkðXÞ can be uniquely determined by its values on a set of points (nodes) in X (see [8,20]), and so this is a
nodal FE approximation. Continuous FE spaces are denoted asN k :¼ Hk \ C0ðXÞ, where C0ðXÞ is the space of continuous func-
tions in X. These approximations are usually called H1-conforming approximations since, because of the inter-element
continuity, functions in N k are H1 for each fixed h.
For quasi-uniform partitions, there is a constant Cinv, independent of the mesh size h (the maximum of all the element
diameters), such that
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kDvhkL2ðKÞ 6 Cinvh1krvhkL2ðKÞ ð11Þfor all FE functions vh defined on K 2 T h. This inequality can be used for scalars, vectors or tensors. Similarly, the trace
inequalitykvk2L2ð@KÞ 6 Ctr h1kvk2L2ðKÞ þ hkrvk2L2ðKÞ
 
ð12Þis assumed to hold for functions v 2 H1ðKÞ;K 2 T h. If wh is a piecewise (continuous or discontinuous) polynomial, the last
term in the previous inequality can be dropped using an inverse inequality, getting kwhk2L2ð@KÞ K h1kwhk2L2ðKÞ:
2.3.2. A cG nodal solver
For the reasons explained above, nodal elements have traditionally been related to curl–div conforming formulations,
whereas edge elements have been related to curl formulations. In [4] the authors claim that this correspondence is false.
So, they propose a stabilized FE formulation based on the augmented formulation (7), which is stated in the curl setting
and does not require to satisfy (8) for stability purposes. In fact, the resulting method is stable for any pair of Lagrangian
FE spaces.
The cG method in [4] can be motivated as a residual-based stabilized discretization of the exact augmented formulation
(7). Let us consider nodal FE approximations Vh ¼ N dk \ V and Qh ¼ N l=R of the continuous spaces V and Q, respectively; k,
l > 0 are the orders of approximation for u and p, respectively; there is no restriction between k and l, and equal-order
approximations are allowed. The method consists of seeking uh 2 Vh and ph 2 Qh solution ofðkr uh;r vhÞ  ðerph;vhÞ þ suðuh;vhÞ ¼ ðf;vhÞ; 8vh 2 Vh; ð13aÞ
ðerqh;uhÞ þ spðph; qhÞ ¼ ðg; qhÞ; 8qh 2 Qh; ð13bÞwhere the stabilization terms read:suðuh;vhÞ ¼ cu
‘2
Z
T h
h2I
e
r  ðeuhÞr  ðevhÞ; spðph; qhÞ ¼ ‘2
Z
T h
erph  rqh; ð14Þcu being an algorithmic constant. The reason why the term su is needed becomes evident from both theoretical analysis and
numerical experimentation. Obviously, as h? 0 this term vanishes, and the method is not a curl–div conforming algorithm.
Furthermore, in order to have optimal convergence properties, the mesh must be processed, in order to get a macro-element
structure (see [4] and Section 3.1).
We can easily see that (13) is a residual-based FE approximation of the augmented formulation (7) (see, e.g. [25,13]).
However, it has been observed in [3] that also the multiplier stabilization term can be motivated as a residual-based stabil-
ization term, and so, it does not require to pass through the augmented formulation (see Remark 3.1). This interpretation is
appealing for multi-physics problems, since residual-based stabilized formulation are available for the Navier–Stokes and
Darcy equations, and a unified framework for all these problems can be considered.
At the same time [4] was written, Bonito and Guermond proposed in [7] a formulation for the more complicated Maxwell
eigenvalue problem that, when restricted to the boundary value problem, leads to a very similar method. The only difference
is the fact that the method they proposed usedsuðuh;vhÞ ¼
Z
T h
h2aI r  uhr  vh; for a 2
1
2
;1
 and no macro-element mesh typology was enforced. For a = 1 the method is identical to the one in [4]. However, the analysis
in [7, Theorem 5.1] does not provide any convergence result for a = 1 while the analysis in [4] leads to optimal convergence
estimates under the assumption that the mesh has a particular macro-element structure. Numerical experiments included in
Section 4 show that this macro-element structure is not just a theoretical artifact. With an appropriate macro-element mesh
typology, the method clearly improves the error and the convergence order for the singular corner solution with respect to
those obtained in an arbitrary mesh.
2.3.3. A dG nodal solver
Nodal dG formulations for the Maxwell problem have been proposed, e.g. in [27,24]. The method in [27] included some
terms that were not essential and were eliminated in the more recent formulation [24]. This last formulation is based on an
interior penalty dG approximation of the Maxwell problem in the curl setting (2). For the sake of brevity, we just indicate in
the next section the terms in the combined cG–dG formulation that have to be eliminated to recover the dG formulation in
[24]. Further details in the motivation of the method and its numerical analysis can be found in the original paper. Let us
remark that the method proposed in [24] is only suitable for equal-order approximations of u and p, whereas any approx-
imation order can be used with our approach.
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3.1. First formulation of the method
We consider an agglomeration of the triangulation T h into a set of np patches. Let Sh be the partition ofX into patches. We
assume that the agglomeration is such that every patch S 2 Sh is connected. At this point, we can define the set of FE func-
tions in the combined cG–dG formulation as follows: we denote the cG–dG nodal FE space of order k asMkðSh; T hÞ :¼ fvh 2 L2ðXÞ such that vhjK 2 PkðKÞ;8K 2 T h;
and vhjS 2 C0ðSÞ;8S 2 Shg:We simply denote this finite dimensional space asMk for the sake of conciseness. Let us indicate by F h :¼ [S2Sh@S the set of
patch interfaces (faces or edges), whereas the interior interfaces are denoted by F 0h :¼ F h n @X. The L2 norm over the man-
ifold F h is denoted by k  kFh , and analogously for F 0h. We also denote the broken integral over the patches asR
Sh ðÞ :¼
P
S2Sh
R
SðÞ. The broken norm over Sh is denoted by k  kSh . Limit cases in this approach are the dG case in which there
is no agglomeration, i.e. every FE domain becomes a patch ðSh ¼ T hÞ, and the cG case in which there is only one patch
ðSh ¼ fXgÞ.
The motivation of the patches is to allow discontinuities on their interfaces. So, the choice of patches must be such that
the physical parameters (k,e) are constant inside every patch S 2 Sh, i.e. two different materials cannot be included in the
same patch.
We can easily check that the proposed nodal cG approach cannot be straightforwardly used withMk, since C0 continuity
has been assumed in its design. On the other hand, a dG formulation is not stable when the unknowns are continuous in
patches, because it assumes inclusions between the FE pairs for uh and ph that are not true in general. So, a stable cG–dG
formulation requires to combine the stable nodal formulation in [4] with an effective dG formulation (e.g. the one in
[24]) in a suitable way.
The cG–dG method we propose is designed starting with the cG nodal formulation and adding the corresponding bound-
ary terms on F h. It is well-known that it is not enough with the additional terms that appear after integration-by-parts, and
stabilizing jump terms have to be added; we refer to [1] for a detailed exposition of different approaches. In particular, we
use an interior penalty stabilization, since this is the approach used in [24]. Let us pick Vh ¼ ðMkÞd and Qh ¼Ml; we consider
the general case in which different approximation orders can be used for the different unknowns.
Let us motivate the jump terms, for the sake of completeness. Integrating by parts r (kr u) for u the exact solution,
against a function vh 2 Vh, we have:Z
X
vh  r  ðkr uÞ ¼
Z
Sh
r vh  kr u
X
S
Z
@S
n vh  kr u
¼
Z
Sh
r vh  kr u
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkr ug 
X
S
Z
@S
n fvhg  kr u
¼
Z
Sh
r vh  kr u
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkr ug 
Z
Fh
sutt  fkr vhg; ð15Þafter invoking the continuity of the solution and its flux. Using a typical dG formulation, the gradient term may be written as
Z
X
erp  vh ¼
Z
Sh
erp  vh 
Z
Fh
spt  fevhg; ð16Þwhereas the divergence term reads as:
Z
X
qhr  ðeuÞ ¼ 
Z
Sh
erqh  uþ
Z
Fh
sqht  feug: ð17ÞA new term that comes from the proposed augmented formulation and does not appear in [24] is the multiplier Laplacian.
We have:
Z
X
qhr  ðerpÞ ¼
Z
Sh
erqh  rp
Z
Fh
sqht  ferpg 
Z
Fh
serptfqhg ¼
Z
Sh
erqh  rp ð18Þwhere we have deleted the boundary terms, since p = 0 and they are only effective for consistency but not for stability pur-
poses. Finally, in order to prove stability in the appropriate broken norms to be defined, we will introduce to the final bilinear
form of the problem the interior penalty stabilizing terms:ctu
Z
Fh
fkg
h?
suhtt  svhtt þ
cnu
‘2
Z
F0
h
h?
feg seuhtsevhtþ cnp‘
2
Z
Fh
feg
h?
spht  sqht;where ctu, cnu and cnp are algorithmic constants.
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lows: find uh 2 Vh and ph 2 Qh such thatahðuh;vhÞ  bhðph;vhÞ ¼ ðf;vhÞ; for any vh 2 Vh; ð19aÞ
bhðqh;uhÞ þ shðph; qhÞ ¼ ðg; qhÞ; for any qh 2 Qh; ð19bÞwhere the discrete forms have the expressions:ahðuh;vhÞ :¼
Z
Sh
kr vh  r  uh 
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkr uhg 
Z
Fh
suhtt  fkr vhg
þ ctu
Z
Fh
fkg
h?
suhtt  svhtt þ
cu
‘2
Z
T h
h2I
e
r  ðeuhÞr  ðevhÞ þ c nu
‘2
Z
F0
h
h?
feg seuhtsevht;
bhðph;vhÞ :¼
Z
Sh
erph  vh 
Z
Fh
spht  fevhg;
shðph; qhÞ :¼ ‘2
Z
Sh
erph  rqh þ cnp‘2
Z
Fh
feg
h?
spht  sqht:
ð20ÞRemark 3.1. The grad-grad term in (18) can also be motivated as a residual-based stabilization term of streamline-upwind
Petrov–Galerkin type (see [3]) with stabilization parameter e1, since:ðr  ðkr uÞ  erp f;rqÞ ¼ ðerp;rqÞ:Remark 3.2. In the most general case in which we consider a non-solenoidal forcing term f, we can still use the previous
formulation. In this case, the multiplier p is no longer zero, in general. Instead, it satisfies r  (erp) =r  f, which is
obtained taking the divergence of Eq. (1a). So, Eq. (7b) in the augmented formulation now readsr  ðeuÞ  ‘2r  ðerpÞ ¼ g þ ‘2r  f
and Eq. (19b) is nowbhðqh;uhÞ þ shðph; qhÞ ¼ ðg þ ‘2r  f; qhÞ:
Let us remind that in this case, the consistency terms that have been eliminated from (18) must be kept now. This straight-
forward generalization of our approach makes it suitable for the approximation of the so-called generalized formulations of
Maxwell’s equations, which is a key ingredient in the numerical simulation of plasmas via Vlasov–Maxwell approximations.
Roughly speaking, these solutions are such that p– 0. Since f is numerically obtained in some cases,r  f is going to be close
to zero at most. Formulations that essentially assume that p = 0 in their definition are not appropriate for these problems. We
refer to [12,6] and references therein for a detailed exposition of these concepts.Remark 3.3. The interior penalty stabilization terms in (20) require a value of the physical parameters on the faces. In gen-
eral, we could take the value of k on the faces (similarly for e) as fkpg1p, for 1 6 p 61, e.g. the choice p =1 was considered in
[24], even though only constant coefficients were used in the numerical experiments. Anyway, in the worst case scenario, the
largest difference between any choice of p is a factor 2. So, we absorb this in the algorithmic constants of the interior penalty
terms, and consider p = 1 only.
Let us make some comments about the resulting formulation for the limit cases of cG and dG-type approximation spaces.
In the first case, we can easily see that all the interior face (edge) terms cancel out and we recover the original cG formulation
in [4]. However, when considering the dG case, we do not recover the interior penalty formulation in [24]. Two additional
terms appear, namely the element interior stabilization terms:cu
‘2
Z
T h
h2I
e
r  ðeuhÞr  ðevhÞ þ ‘2
Z
Sh
erph  rqh:These terms are required for stability purposes when the inclusionsr  Vh#Qh; rQh#Vh ð21Þ
are not true. We can easily see that for dG equal order FE approximations these inclusions are satisfied; since the method in
[24] was restricted to this particular case, these terms were not needed. However, in the most general case, in which we con-
sider a dG formulation with different approximation order for Vh and Qh or we consider the combined cG–dG approach, these
terms cannot be neglected.
Further, these new terms weaken the constraints over the algorithmic parameters (ctu,cnu,cnp). The choice for these values
is (10k2,1,1), k being the order of approximation of u, as suggested in [24]; the dependence of ctu with respect to k has been
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reasons too, since in the limit (ctu,cnu,cnp)? (1,1,1), the dG method tends to the cG one, which is unstable. When adding
the interior element terms that allow to avoid the assumption over the inclusions (21), the formulation is well posed in this
limit, and so, there are no theoretical upper bounds for these coefficients.1 We refer to Section 4 for some numerical results in
this direction.
In the following, we perform the numerical analysis of the cG–dG formulation. First, let us introduce some norms for the
stability analysis of the method:1 In akuhkh :¼ kk
1
2r uhkSh þ kfkg
1
2h
12
? suhttkFh þ ‘
1ke12hIr  ðeuhÞkSh þ ‘1kh
1
2
?feg
1
2seuhtkFh ;
kphkh :¼ ‘ke
1
2rphkSh þ ‘kh
12
? feg
1
2sphtkFh :
ð22ÞThe norm in the product space Vh  Qh is denoted by kjuh, phkjh :¼ kuhkh + kphkh, whereas the norm that also includes L2 sta-
bility over uh is simply denoted by kjuh; phkj :¼ kjuh; phkjh þ ‘1ke
1
2uhk. Let us denote the bilinear form of the problem aschðuh; ph;vh; qhÞ :¼ ahðuh;vhÞ  bhðph;vhÞ þ bhðqh; uhÞ þ shðph; qhÞ: ð23Þ
In the next theorem, we prove coercivity of this bilinear form with respect to kj  kj. This analysis is inspired by the results in
[4,24] for the cG and dG versions, respectively. For the sake of conciseness, we consider a quasi-uniform and regular family of
finite element partitions, and so we can consider hI = h\ = h in the following proofs. Anyway, these proofs apply to the gen-
eral case, with minor modifications. In the next proofs, we will denote by Ck,e the constants that can depend on the physical
parameters but not on h.
Theorem 3.1. The stabilized bilinear form (23) with the expressions in (20), with ctu > Cinv, satisfies the following coercivity
property:ak;ekjuh;phkj2 6 chðuh;ph;uh;phÞ þ ke
1
2gk2; ðuh;phÞ 2 Vh  Qhfor a constant ak,e > 0 uniform with respect to h that depends on the physical parameters.Proof. The stability of the problem in the mesh-dependent norm is straightforward. We easily obtain:chðuh; ph;uh;phÞ ¼ kk
1
2r uhk2Sh þ ctukfkg
1
2h
1
2suhttk2Fh þ
cu
‘2
ke12hr  uhk2Sh þ
cnu
‘2k
kh12feg12seuhtk2Fh þ ‘
2ke12rphk2Sh
þ ‘2kh12feg12sphtk2Fh  2
Z
Fh
suhtt  fr  uhg:Now, using the lifting operator L defined in [27, Section 5.1],Z
X
LðvÞ  kwh :¼
Z
Fh
v  fkwhg; 8wh 2 Dh;where Dh is a space of possibly discontinuous piecewise polynomials such that r Vh  Dh, and the continuity property
kk12LðsvhttÞk 6 Cinvh
1
2kk12svhttkFhproved in [27], and using that k is piecewise constant on patches, we getZ
Fh
suhttfkr uhg ¼
Z
X
LðsuhttÞ  kr uh
6 Cinvh
1
2kfkg12suhttkFhkk
1
2r uhk K C
2
inv
2d
kk12r uhk2 þ dh
1
2
kfkg12suhttk2Fh : ð24ÞUsing the fact that Cinv < ctu, we take C
2
inv < d < c
2
tu. This way, we can absorb all these terms by kjuh; phkj2h. At this point, it only
remains to prove that ‘1ke12uhk K kjuh; phkjh. Let us consider the auxiliary problem:
r kr zþ eru ¼ euh; r  ðezÞ ¼ 0; ð25Þwith n  z = 0 and u = 0 on oX. By the stability of the continuous problem we have:‘1kk12r zk þ ke12ruk K ke12uhk:
Given w :¼ k12r z, we know from [21] that there exists w0 2 H10ðXÞ such thatrw0 ¼ rw; kw0k1 K kwkH0ðcurl;XÞ 6 Ck;eke
1
2uhk:ny case, super-penalty formulations would negatively affect the performance of linear solvers.
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X
uh  r  kr zþ
Z
X
uh  eru ¼ ke12uhk2: ð26ÞThe first term is integrated by parts, obtainingZ
X
uh  r  kr z ¼
Z
Sh
k
1
2r uh w0 
Z
Fh
sk
1
2uhtt  fw0g 
Z
Fh
n k12uh
n o
w0
6 Ck;e kk12r uhkSh‘kw0k1 þ kh
1
2w0kFhk k
1
2
n o
h
1
2suhttkFh
 
6 Ck;eðkjuh;phkjh‘kw0k1Þ; ð27Þwhere we have used (12). For the second term, let us introduce uh, an optimal projection of u onto Qh with H1-continuity
that keeps the homogeneous boundary condition, e.g. the Scott-Zhang projector (see [8]). We getZ
X
uh  eru ¼
Z
X
uh  erðuuhÞ  ‘2
Z
Sh
eruh  rph þ ðg;uhÞ; ð28Þwhere we have used the divergence constraint discrete equation. Now, we treat the first term as follows:Z
X
uh  erðuuhÞ ¼ 
Z
X
r  ðeuhÞðuuhÞ þ
Z
Fh
seuhtðuuhÞ
6 Ck;e h‘1ke12r  uhkSh þ h
1
2‘1kse12uhtk
 
h1‘ke12ðuuhÞk þ h
1
2‘ke12ðuuhÞkFh
 
6 Ck;e h‘1ke12r  uhkSh þ h
1
2‘1ke12suhtk
 
‘kuk1 ð29ÞThe treatment of the last terms is easy:‘2
Z
Sh
eru  rph þ ðg;uhÞ 6 ‘ke12rphkSh þ ‘1ke
1
2gk
 
‘ke12ruk:Combining all these results, we can show that ‘1ke12uhk K Ck;ekjuh; phkjh þ ‘1ke
1
2ghk. This proves the theorem. h
The next result states optimal convergence for the combined cG–dG formulation. We define the norms,e1ðv; qÞ :¼ kjv; qkj þ h
1
2
‘
kfeg12vkFh ; e2ðvÞ :¼ kk
1
2vk þ h12kfkg12vkFh : ð30Þas well as the error function:Ehðv; qÞ :¼ inf
vh2Vh ;qh2Qh
e1ðv  vh; q qhÞ þ infwh2Vh e2ðr  v whÞ:Theorem 3.2. The solution (uh,ph) 2 Vh  Qh of system (19)–(20) with ctuP Cinv satisfies the error estimate
kjuh  u;ph  pkj 6 Ck;eEhðu; pÞ:where (u,p) is the solution of the continuous problem.Proof. Since there is no consistency error, we can easily check that for any ~uh 2 Vh and ~ph 2 Qh, we have
chð~uh  uh; ~ph  ph; ~uh  uh; ~ph  phÞ ¼ chð~uh  u; ~ph  p; ~uh  uh; ~ph  phÞ:Stability has already been proved above. The only remaining point is to bound the interpolation error. Let us prove thatchð~uh  u; ~ph  p;vh; qhÞ K e1ðu ~uh;p ~phÞ þ e2ðr  uwhÞð Þkj~vh; qhkj ð31Þ
for any vh, wh 2 Vh and qh 2 Qh. The bound for the symmetric jump terms is straightforward. For the sake of conciseness, we
only bound the most interesting terms. The element interior stabilization term for the divergence is treated as follows:h2
Z
Sh
e1r  ðe~uh  euÞr  ðevhÞ ¼ h2
X
S2Sh
Z
Sh
e1ð~uh  uÞrr  ðevhÞ þ h2
X
S2Sh
Z
@S
e1n  ð~uh  uÞr  ðevhÞ
K
X
S2Sh
ke12ð~uh  uÞkShke
1
2r  ðevhÞkS þ h
1
2ke12ð~uh  uÞk@Sh
3
2ke12r  ðevhÞk@S
 
K ke12ð~uh  uÞk þ h
1
2kfeg12ð~uh  uÞkFh
 
hke12r  ðevhÞk;
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Fh
svhtt  fkr ð~uh  uÞg ¼
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkr ~uh  kwhg þ
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkwh  kr ug
K h
1
2kfkg12svhttkFh kk
1
2r ð~uh  uÞk þ kk12ðwh r uÞk þ h12kfkg12ðwh r uÞkFh
 
:where we have used again inverse inequalities. The rest of terms are easily bounded. Finally, using the coercivity of ch proved
in Theorem 3.1 in expression (31), together with the fact that kju  vhkj[ e1(u  vh) for any vh 2 Vh and the triangle inequal-
ity, we prove the theorem. h
For smooth solutions, i.e. u 2 H1(X), the previous error bounds are optimal. The case of singular solutions is not so
straightforward. Under some assumptions over the typology of the mesh, we can prove that limh?0Eh(u,p) = 0 without reg-
ularity requirements (see [4] and references therein). In particular, for two-dimensional problems, two types of macro-ele-
ment meshes have been found to be suitable, namely, the so called crossed-box and Powell–Sabin meshes (see Fig. 1).
Let us remark the fact that the need to use macro-element meshes comes from approximability arguments for singular
solutions instead of stability reasons. Similar constraints have been found in [17,10]. One can show, for the constant coeffi-
cients case, that at least u 2 Hs(X) with s > 12, and r u 2 Hs(X) (see [16] for a detailed exposition). So, the second compo-
nent of the error function, that measures the distance between r u and Vh measured in terms of e2, cannot spoil the
convergence towards singular solutions.
3.2. An alternative formulation based on projections
As commented above, the previous cG–dG algorithm is not reduced to the dG interior penalty formulation in [24]. We can
however consider a modified formulation, in which the element interior stabilization is reduced. The idea consists of stabi-
lizing only the components ofr  uh andrph that are orthogonal to Qh and Vh, respectively; the corresponding FE projections
are bounded by the Galerkin terms. Therefore, the new method consists of (19) with the following new expressions for the
bilinear forms:ahðuh;vhÞ :¼
Z
Sh
kr vh  r  uh 
Z
Fh
svhtt  fkr uhg 
Z
Fh
suhtt  fkr vhg
þ ctu
Z
Fh
fkg
h?
suhtt  svhtt þ
cu
‘2
Z
T h
h2I
e
P?Qh ðr  ðeuhÞÞr  ðevhÞ þ
cnu
‘2
Z
F0
h
h?
feg seuhtsevht;
shðph; qhÞ :¼ ‘2
Z
Sh
eP?Vh ðrphÞ  rqh þ cnp‘2
Z
Fh
feg
h?
spht  sqht;
ð32Þwhere PQh and PVh are the L
2 projections onto Qh and Vh, respectively. These projections can be defined for each patch of Sh,
where k and e are considered constant. The introduction of the orthogonal projection in the divergence term does not intro-
duce any problem in the stability and convergence analysis of the method. However, the orthogonal projection in the gra-
dient term introduces some complications in the following analysis. It motivates the introduction of a norm weaker than
kjkj, in which we prove stability and convergence of the method:kjuh; phkjw :¼ kuhkh þ ‘1ke
1
2uhk þ hke12PVh ðrphÞkSh þ ‘ke
1
2P?Vh ðrphÞkSh þ ‘kh
12feg12sphtkFh :
In any case, the method exhibits good stability and convergence behavior even for the approximation of singular solutions
(see Section 4). Stability is proved in the next theorem; we remark the fact that in this case stability is stated in terms of an
inf–sup condition, instead of coercivity, as in the orthogonal subgrid scale stabilization (OSS) method analyzed in [14].
Theorem 3.3. The bilinear form (23) with the expressions in (32) and ctu > Cinv satisfies the inf–sup conditioninf
ðuh ;phÞ2VhQh
sup
ðvh ;qhÞ2VhQh
chðuh;ph;vh; qhÞ
kjuh;phkjwkjvh; qhkjw
P bk;e;for a constant bk,e > 0 uniform with respect to h that depends on the physical parameters.Fig. 1. Crossed-box (left) and Powell–Sabin (right) macro-element typologies in 2D.
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above, we initially test the system against (uh,ph). Analogously to Theorem 3.1, we are able to prove stability for all the terms
in kjkjw but those associated to the projections hPQh ðr  uhÞ and hPVh ðrphÞ. Stability over the first term is obtained taking
ð0; dh2PQh ðr  uhÞÞ as test functions in (19)–(32), where d > 0 is an appropriate constant to be defined. We obtain:chðuh;ph;0; dh2PQh ðr  uhÞÞ ¼ dh2kPQh ðr  uhÞk2  dh2
Z
F0
h
fPQh ðr  uhÞgsuhtþ dh2
Z
Sh
rPQh ðr  uhÞ  rph þ dh
Z
Fh
spht
 sPQhðr  uhÞt:Using inverse inequalities (10)–(12), we easily obtain the bound:chðuh;ph;0; dh2PQh ðr  uhÞÞP
dh2
4
kPQh ðr  uhÞk2  dc1hksuhtk2F0h  dc2krphk
2
Sh  dc3h
1ksphtk2Fh ;for appropriate constants c1, c2 and c3. On the other hand, testing system (19)–(32) against the function ðuh2PVh ðrphÞ;0Þ,
with u > 0 to be defined, we get:chðuh;ph;uh2PVh ðrphÞ; 0Þ ¼ uh2kPVh ðrphÞk2 þuh2
Z
Sh
r PVh ðrphÞ  r  uh uh2
Z
Fh
sPVh ðrphÞtt  fr  uhg
uh2
Z
Fh
suhtt  fr  PVh ðrphÞg þuhctu
Z
Fh
suhtt  sPVh ðrphÞtt þuh4cu
Z
Sh
P?Qh ðr
 uhÞr  PVh ðrphÞ þuh3cnu
Z
F0
h
suhtsPVh ðrphÞtuh2
Z
Fh
spht  fPVh ðrphÞg: ð33ÞThe conflictive terms that do not allow full control over PVh ðrphÞ are those related to the curl-curl term, i.e. the second to
fourth terms in the right-hand side of (33). After some manipulation, using expressions (10)–(12) properly, we obtain:chðuh;ph;uh2PVh ðrphÞ; 0Þ ¼
uh2
8
kPVh ðrphÞk2 uc4kr  uhk2Sh uc5h
1ksuhttk2Fh uc6h
4kP?Qh ðr  uhÞk
2
Sh
uc7h3ksuhtk2Fh uc8hksphtk
2
Fh : ð34Þfor appropriate constants c4, . . . ,c8. Combining the previous results with d and u small enough, we getchðuh;ph;uh þuh2PVh ðrphÞ;ph þ dh2PQh ðr  uhÞÞJ kjuh; phkj2w:
The remaining point is to prove that kjuh2PVh ðrphÞ; dh2PQh ðr  uhÞkjw K kjuh; phkjw, which can be easily checked by using
repeatedly (10) and (12). h
Again, the introduction of the orthogonal projection in the stabilization term for rph introduces some complications in
the convergence analysis, due to the weaker stability results. In particular, instead of bounding the error of the numerical
solution by the one of the best FE approximation with respect to Eh(), we are only able to bound the error related to u
by the one of the L2-projector. In any case, this projector has optimal interpolation properties for smooth solutions (see,
e.g. [8]).
Theorem 3.4. The numerical solution (uh,ph) of system (19)–(32) satisfieskjuh  u;ph  pkj K inf
qh2Qh
e1ðu PVh ðuÞ;p qhÞ þ infwh2Vh e2ðr  uwhÞ:where (u, p) is the solution of the continuous problem (2).Proof. The term that complicates the analysis and forces to consider the L2 projector in the definition of the interpolation
error is the following:Z
X
rqh  ðPVh ðuÞ  uÞ ¼
Z
X
P?Vh ðrqhÞ  ðPVh ðuÞ  uÞ K kP?VhðrqhÞkkPVh ðuhÞ  uk:We omit the rest of terms, since their bounds are obtained as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Combining again stability and the
bound for the interpolation error, we prove the theorem. hRemark 3.4. Let us remark that an intermediate problem, in which the projection is only introduced in the divergence term,
exhibits the stability result in Theorem 3.1 with respect to the strong norm kjkj, and the same happens for the convergence
result in Theorem 3.2. We omit the details here, since it is straightforward from the previous analysis. As a conclusion, the
fact that complicates the problem is the introduction of the projection on rph in the term
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Z
Sh
eP?Vh ðrphÞ  rqh:This can hardly be motivated using the augmented formulation, but is perfectly acceptable interpreting this term as an addi-
tional stabilization term.Remark 3.5. Consider the pure dGmethod and suppose that inclusions (21) hold, i.e. equal discontinuous interpolation for u
and p is used. Then P?Qh ðr  ðevhÞÞ ¼ 0 for any vh 2 Vh and P?Vh ðrqhÞ ¼ 0 for any qh 2 Qh. The method (19) with the bilinear
forms ah and sh given in (32) and bh given in (20) reduces to the method proposed in [24].4. Numerical experiments
4.1. The singular problem
In this section, we want to check how the previous approach is suitable for the numerical approximation of singular solu-
tions of system (1). With this aim, we consider the datum f such that the solution in polar coordinates (r,h) is:u ¼ r r2n3 sin 2nh
3
 
ð35Þin the nonconvex domain X  [1,1]2n([0,1]  [0,1]), with one re-entrant corner. We have that u 2 H2n3ðXÞ, for any  > 0.
We consider k = e = 1. For n = 1 we have a singular solution since u R H1(X)2. Larger values of n lead to smooth solutions.
In the following, we have considered all the algorithmic constants equal to one, except ctu = 10, in order to satisfy ctu > Cinv
(see [24]).
4.2. The cG method
It has been proved in [4] that the nodal cG formulation (13) converges to the good solution even in the singular case. In
order to show the behavior of the cG formulation, we have plotted the two components of u in Figs. 2, 3 for the exact solution
(35) with n = 1, as well as the solution of the stabilized cG formulation in (19)–(20) for a structured uniform mesh of 4096
linear triangular elements with a crossed-box macro-element structure (see Fig. 1). We see that the numerical approxima-
tion is close to the appropriate singular solution. On the other hand, we have performed this test for the same cG formulation
but switching off the divergence stabilization term sh in (13a); it is clear from Figs. 2, 3 that this term is not only needed for
technical purposes but also basic for the good behavior of the algorithm. We remark that this term is required in order to get
control over kuhk. Finally, we include the results obtained for a stabilized method in the wrong functional setting
H1(X)d  L2(X). The functional setting is changed by replacing ‘ by hI and vice versa in (14) (see [5] and [4, Section 4.2]).
As expected, this method is affected by the approximability property, tending to a spurious solution. The convergence rates
of these methods for different values of n can be found in [4].
The formulation with orthogonal projections (19)-(32) has been tested for the cG FE approximation. We can easily check
that the weaker stability and convergence results also apply for the cG particular case. We have performed the convergence
analysis for n = 1,2,4 and h = 2i for i = 3,4,5,6 (see Fig. 4). Despite the stability and convergence theoretical results are
slightly weaker than those in the original formulation (19)–(20), the numerical results are almost identical to those for
the original cG formulation, that can be found in [4]. The method approximates well both singular and smooth solutions.
Finally, let us show the effect of the macro-element mesh typology in the convergence of the method towards singular
solutions. In Fig. 5(a) and (b) we show the results obtained for the singular corner problem, by using a structured triangular
mesh without this requirement. It becomes evident that the solution does not resemble the shape of the exact solution, with
a triangle mesh of 6144 elements. We plot in Fig. 5(c) a zoom of the y component of the solution around the corner for a very
fine mesh of 393,216 elements. The solution still presents a weird shape that is not cured as the mesh is refined. Then, we
plot in Fig. 6 the error for both the arbitrary and crossbox meshes. Out of these results, we conclude that the macro-element
structure clearly reduces the numerical error and the convergence rates for linear approximations, more significantly with
respect to kr  (u  uh)k.
4.3. The dG method
Similar convergence results to those presented earlier can be found in [24] for the dG formulation. Since the first cG–dG
formulation we propose in Section 3.1 includes additional terms in the dG limit, we aim at checking that these additional
stabilization terms are harmless. In Fig. 7, we plot the numerical error for different norms using linear FEs, for both the ori-
ginal dG method and the over-stabilized one. We can easily check that the results are very similar for these two methods,
even though the errors are always slightly smaller for the over-stabilized formulation. As a conclusion, the use of the cG–
dG formulation (19)–(20) is suitable, and the fact that it involves additional stabilization terms that are not needed in the
dG limit, when inclusions (21) are satisfied, does not represent any accuracy reduction. All these experiments agree with
the theoretical results.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the exact and numerical solution for different approximations of the test problem with exact solution (35) for n = 1. Component ux.
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Now, let us consider a simple cG–dGproblem, inwhichwehave split the domain into twodifferent patches (see Fig. 8(a)). As
defined above, the continuity between patches is weakly enforced via the interior penalty interface termswhereas the FE func-
tions are continuous inside patches. In Fig. 8(b), we show how the error is reduced for the cG–dG formulation, for a refinement
with characteristic mesh size 2i with i = 3,4,5,6. The convergence rates are excellent for the problem with singular solution.
Fig. 9 compares the error associated to the cG, dG and combined cG–dG formulation. In order to compare the different
methods in terms of computational cost, we define an effective mesh size heff ¼ L0ðndofÞ
1
d , where ndof indicates the number
of degrees of freedom.
We have considered both the error for u in terms of the L2 norm and kkh norm. From these results it is observed that the
cG method is the best approach for this particular choice of the patches in terms of ku  uhk. However, the cG–dG formu-
lation is more accurate with respect to ku  uhkh. In any case, what becomes quite evident out of these results is the fact
that a full dG formulation is less accurate for the singular re-entrant corner problem than a cG formulation for a fixed com-
putational cost. It justifies the combined cG–dG approach in the paper. In applications with discontinuous jumps, in which
cG alone is not suitable, a combined formulation allows us to weaken continuity in the interfaces between different materials
keeping accuracy for a low computational cost of the nodal cG formulation.
4.5. Discontinuous physical coefficients with the cG–dG method
We finally solve a problem with discontinuous coefficients, in order to show the ability of the proposed approach to han-
dle discontinuous solutions doubling only the degrees of freedom at the interface between materials. Since discontinuous
Fig. 4. Error plots for different quantities in L2(X) norm for Formulation (19)–(32) (with orthogonal projections) and the problem with analytical solution
(35), for different values of n. Values in parenthesis indicate the experimental slope of the convergence curves.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the exact and numerical solution for different approximations of the test problem with exact solution (35) for n = 1. Component uy.
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represents a capacitor in a squared box with a dielectric material. The domain of computation is X = [0,1]  [0,1], whereas
the values of g in (1b) are:
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Fig. 5. Numerical solution obtained for the test problem with exact solution (35) for n = 1, for a mesh without the macro-element structure and different
meshes.
Fig. 6. Error plots for different quantities in L2(X) norm for Formulation (19)-(32) (with orthogonal projections) and the problem with analytical solution
(35), for two different uniform structured meshes of triangles with/without an appropriate macro-element typology.
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þ10 for x 2 ½0:2;0:3  ½0:3;0:7;
10 for x 2 ½0:7;0:8  ½0:3;0:7;
0 otherwise:
8><
>:On the other hand, we consider e = ed in [0.4,0.6]  [0.3,0.7], and e = 1 on the rest of the domain. In order to satisfy the
assumption that the physical parameters are constant in every patch, we have considered a partition into two patches,
one for every value of e.
Fig. 7. Error plots for different quantities in L2(X) norm for the dG method in [24] and Formulation (19)–(20) (in the dG limit) for the test problem with
analytical solution (35) and n = 1.
Fig. 8. Decomposition of the domain into two patches and error plots for different quantities in L2(X) norm for the cG–dG Formulation (19)–(20) for the
problem with analytical solution (35) and n = 1.
Fig. 9. Error evaluated in terms of u  uh for different norms in the cG case, dG case and cG–dG case with the patches in Fig. 8(a) against the effective mesh
size heff.
S. Badia, R. Codina / Applied Mathematics and Computation 218 (2011) 4276–4294 4291Let us take ed = 2. We show the module of uh (electric field) in Fig. 10, for the typical value of the algorithmic coefficients
in the interior penalty stabilization terms, extracted from [24], as well as the results for ten times larger values of the
Fig. 10. Contour fills of juhj for d = 2 and different values of the algorithmic constants.
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Fig. 11. Result surfaces of the components of uh for d = 2.
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Fig. 12. Contour fills of juhj and result surface of (uh)x for ed = 10.
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the numerical experiments, we have observed that the values suggested in [24] are a good lower bound. However, the for-
mulation presented herein does not present any unstable limit as these coefficients increase, and larger values can be taken
without harming the numerical computation. This cannot be done for the dG formulation in [24], where there is an upper
bound for these values due to stability reasons (see Section 3.1).
In Fig. 11, we have plotted the two components of the vectorial field, in order to show the behavior of the solution at the
interface between materials. In the interface sides orthogonal to the x-axis, we can see the jump of the solution, since it is
n  eu instead of n  u the conserved quantity. On the other hand, in those interface sides parallel to the x-axis, there is no
discontinuity (despite the nodes are doubled), since n  u is continuous in all cases. We can also see that the solution pre-
sents singularities on the corners of the dielectric material, as it is known from [18].
Furthermore, we have plotted the same results for a more aggressive jump of physical properties in Fig. 12, namely
ed = 10. Clearly, the discontinuity is stronger in this case for the x-component; we have also included the contour fill of
the modulus of uh in this case.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we have considered a numerical approximation of the Maxwell operator that allows us to use continuous
and discontinuous nodal FE spaces, and so, combined spaces built from patches of continuous FE functions with discontinu-
ities on the patch interfaces. We have denoted these three cases as cG, dG and cG–dG formulations, respectively.
The use of cG nodal FE spaces without any compatibility requirement is very appealing in terms of computational cost.
Furthermore, this approach is very well suited for multi-physics problems, e.g. magnetohydrodynamics, since all the un-
knowns of the different subproblems can be approximated by the same FE spaces using stabilization techniques, a main dif-
ference with respect to inf–sup stable FEs (see [3]). This new approach to the Maxwell problem has been recently proposed
in [4,7]. However, in electromagnetic applications that involve materials with different physical properties, cG approaches
lead to large errors and wiggles on the material interfaces. For this reason, we have considered in this article a way to con-
sider nodal cG formulations in patches, but allowing jumps on the patch interfaces. This cG–dG approach inherits the low
computational cost of the cG method and is able to deal with coefficient jumps as accurately as a full dG formulation.
The combined mixed cG–dG formulation we propose combines the nodal cG formulation in [4] with the nodal dG formu-
lation in [24] (a stabilized formulation via an interior penalty technique). In the dG limit, the first combined formulation we
propose does not reduce to the dG formulation in [24]; additional terms are needed, which are not required under some
inclusions, that are true for dG FE spaces using equal interpolation for both u and p. Alternatively, we have motivated a
new method based on orthogonal projections that does reduce the amount of element interior stabilization and recovers
the formulation in [24] for the dG limit. For both formulations, stability and convergence analyses have been performed.
Numerical experiments show the good behavior of the different formulations, exceeding the theoretical expectations in
some cases. The experiments have been performed for a problem with a singular solution u R H1(X)d and another one with
discontinuous physical coefficients.
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